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Geophysical and geochemical models of mantle convection:
successes and future challenges

Yanick Ricard and Nicolas Coltice

Laboratoire de Sciences de la Terre, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, Lyon, France

Abstract. Although more and more robust evidence for whole mantle convection

comes from seismic tomography and geoid modeling, the rare gases and other

isotopic or trace element signatures of ridge and hotspot basalts indicate the

presence of various isolated geochemical reservoirs in the mantle. We discuss

this discrepancy between fluid dynamic views of mantle convection and chemical

observations. We compare the standard model of geodynamicists where the

mantle behaves as a fluid mostly heated from within with the findings of seismic

tomography. We suggest that a significant part of the subducted oceanic crust

transforms into dense eclogitic assemblages, and partially segregates to form a

layer that has grown with time above the Core Mantle Boundary (CMB) and

should correspond to the D” layer of seismological models ( � 280 km thick).

We show how a two component marble cake mantle filling the whole mantle

except D” can account for the variability of Ocean Island Basalts (OIB) and

Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalts (MORB) in rare gases. We then present the state of

the art in thermochemical convection of the mantle and emphasize the numerical

and conceptual progress that must be made to provide a quantitative test of the

geochemical hypotheses.

1. Introduction

Geochemists, seismologists and geodynamicists try to

understand the behavior of our planet by means of very dif-

ferent tools. The observations of geochemists provide a time

integrated view. The isotopic, trace or major element con-

centrations and ratios that they measure are the results of 4.5

byrs of dynamics that includes major events like core segre-

gation and the formation of the continental crust. Seismol-

ogists, on the other hand have only access to a snapshot of

this evolution, namely the present-day structure of the Earth.

There are no obvious reasons to believe that the time-

integrated and the instantaneous views of the Earth should be

identical. Using experimentally measured parameters (like

densities, viscosities) and physical laws (mass, energy and

momentum conservation), geodynamicists have the difficult

task of proposing a scenario that is consistent with these two

viewpoints. We are far from a detailed understanding of how

the mantle works, but at least we can describe where the

problems are and suggest some possible solutions.

2. The mantle seen by geophysicists

The striking advances in mantle tomography in the last 20

years have made it difficult to believe that mantle flow can

be stratified at any depth by any sharp discontinuity. Since

the first global images 20 years ago, inversion methods have

been improved by more precise location of the events, local

grid refinements (Bijwaard et al., 1998), multibounce phase

modeling (Grand et al., 1997), a more accurate description

of wave propagation (Montelli et al., 2003), etc. Although

there are still significant differences between the results, all

models share sheet-like fast structures reminiscent of past

subduction. These structures are very well defined under

North and Central America (through most of the mantle) and

below the Tethyan suture from the Mediterranean sea to the

north of Australia (at least down to mid mantle).

These tomographic observations rule out a strict strati-

fication of the mantle. This of course does not mean that

slabs penetrate the lower mantle without difficulty, nor that

all slabs reach the core-mantle boundary. In various places,

like around the Philippine plate or Tonga, folded slabs or

slabs flattening in the transition zone are observed (Fukao et

al., 2001). In other places the sheet structure of the fossil

slabs seems to fade away around mid-mantle depths or are

replaced by finger-like downwellings. These two observa-

tions are in good agreement with geodynamic models.

The oceanic lithosphere cools over a thickness
✁

during

its thermal contraction in spreading at the sea floor. The ther-

mal diffusion equation implies the well known relation

✁✄✂✆☎✞✝✠✟☛✡✌☞✎✍✑✏
(1)

where
✟✒✡✌☞

is the thermal diffusivity and
✍

the age of the

lithosphere. The same diffusion equation implies that this

1
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lithosphere reheats after a time of order
✍✁� ✝

in the deep

mantle (the lithosphere is cooled only from its top but is

reheated from both sides). This means that the lithosphere

lasts around 30-40 myrs in the mantle before halving its tem-

perature deficit. With a sinking velocity of 2 cm/yr in the

lower mantle, this lithosphere can travel down to the mid

lower mantle before being sufficiently reheated to loose its

integrity. This indeed corresponds to the depth where many

slabs observed by tomography in the shallower mantle seem

to fade out. This simple calculation agrees with more realis-

tic numerical simulations (Bunge et al., 1998).

The likely viscosity increase through the transition zone

causes a decrease in the sinking velocity of the subduct-

ing material and in the dip angle of the descending slabs,

similar to a refraction kink. The effects of phase changes

from ringwoodite to perovskite plus oxides, that occur at a

greater depth in the cold slabs than in the surrounding man-

tle, also tend to affect the slab penetration in the lower man-

tle. When these effects are taken into account in addition

to potential trench migrations (roll-back), numerical simu-

lations are able to reproduce in a very realistic way all the

complexities of mid mantle slab trajectories, but the con-

clusion is that viscosity increases, phase transitions and roll

back do not impede a large scale flow throughout the mantle

(Christensen, 1996). A comparison between tomographic

images and paleogeographic plate reconstructions shows a

close agreement between the fast structures and the positions

of Cenozoic and Mesozoic trenches at global (Ricard et al.,

1993) and regional scales (Van der Voo et al., 1999).

Subduction removes primitive and radiogenic heat by

burying cold lithosphere at great depths. There are various

indications that this is the major source of buoyancy that

drives the mantle (Bercovici et al., 2000). The return flow

associated with these active downwellings is mostly passive

and should consist of a uniform upwelling flow with an aver-

aged velocity at least one order of magnitude lower than the

slab sinking velocities (in the proportion of the surface area

of the descending slabs to the surface area of the Earth). As a

simple numerical example, the downgoing velocities should

be of the order of 10 cm/yr in the upper mantle, and a few

cm/yr in the lower mantle where viscosity increases by one

or two orders of magnitude. Except for the velocities of ac-

tively rising material in plumes, the background upwelling

velocities should be around a few mm/yr. This behavior is

very different from what occurs with a bottom heated fluid

where upwellings and downwellings have similar absolute

velocities. The flow regime is such that a complete over-

turn in the internally heated mantle (transport from ridge

to trench, subduction through the whole mantle, and back

to the ridge) is controlled by the return flow, is thus very

slow and the time scale is of the order of 1 byr. This simple

scenario indicates that isotopic ratios involving radioactive

chains like U-Pb and Rb-Sr have enough time to evolve and

generate observable heterogeneities.

The role of plumes in convection models is to carry the

excess heat out of a hot boundary layer. No experimental

or numerical model has ever generated plumes from within

of a convection cell. An obvious candidate for the source

of hotspots is the core-mantle boundary where heat diffuses

out from the core throught a thermal boundary. The exis-

tence of other thermal boundary layers in the mantle, at 670

km depth or more speculatively on top of an abyssal layer,

has no clear observational support (Castle and van der Hilst,

2003). The plumes themselves are very difficult to observe

although striking progress has been made in recent years

(Nataf and VanDecar, 1993; Montelli et al., 2003). This

difficulty comes from their expected very small dimensions

and low excess temperature. According to geodynamicists,

hotspots carry buoyancy fluxes from 7000 kg s ✂☎✄ for Hawaii

to 300 kg s ✂✆✄ for the smaller detectable ones (Davies, 1988).

Their excess temperature is only
☎

250 K (Sleep, 1990) and

their ascent velocity should be significantly larger than a typ-

ical plate velocity to resist entrainment by the large scale

mantle flow (Steinberger and O’Connell, 1998). These fig-

ures imply radii of the order of 10 km up to 100 km for

the strongest plumes, indeed very small to be detected with

present techniques..

This agreement between simple thermal internally heated

convection and seismic observations is only first order. Seis-

mologists have observed various structures in the deep man-

tle that probably have chemical origins. In D” near the core-

mantle boundary (CMB), diffractive bodies (Weber, 1996),

anisotropy (Vinnik et al., 1995), and ultra-low velocity zones

(Garnero and Helmberger, 1995), suggest complex small

scale thermochemical processes. At a larger scale, subtle

contradictions between P- and S-wave models (for exam-

ple, anti-correlations of the anomalies and changes in Vp/Vs

ratios) also point to chemical variations in the deep mantle

(Saltzer et al., 2001). Increased complexity in the models is

necessary for seismologists as well as for dynamicists. The

density variations in the mantle are not only due to thermal

expansion but are also related to mineralogical and chemical

variations.

3. Geochemical observations

The differentiation of the mantle through melting, alter-

ation and other processes has significantly transformed the

initial distribution of chemical elements. For this reason,

the geochemistry of mantle derived rocks contributes to con-

straining models of mantle dynamics.

The initial bulk chemical composition of the Earth in re-

fractory elements is modeled using the chemistry of mete-

orites and especially carbonaceous chondrites, the supposed

parent bodies of our planet (McDonough and Sun, 1995).

The initial composition in volatile elements is still ques-

tioned since significant volatilization probably occurred dur-

ing Earth’s accretion (Tyburczy et al., 1986). During Earth’s

differentiation, some chemical elements are retained in the

silicated mantle and crust (the lithophile elements), others

form iron alloys in the core (the siderophile elements). For

refractory lithophile elements and isotopes, the difference
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between the present-day chemistry of the mantle and the ini-

tial composition reflects the history of mantle evolution and

mixing.

The simplest model of present-day distribution of lithophile

elements is to suppose that the primitive mantle evolved

through extraction of the crust leaving a residual mantle. As

a consequence, the chemistry of the continental crust should

be complementary to the present-day mantle relative to its

primitive composition. A simple test can be performed with

uranium (which is also valid for most other elements): the

continental crust contains at most 3.9 �✂✁ ✄☎✄ kg of uranium

(Rudnick and Fountain, 1995) and the whole mantle would

contain 3.2 �✆✁ ✄☎✄ kg (Jochum et al., 1983) assuming that its

composition is similar to that of the shallow mantle. This

would make a total of 7.1 �✂✁ ✄✝✄ kg of uranium for the sil-

icate Earth. However, the primitive mantle should contain

8.4 �✞✁ ✄☎✄ kg of uranium (McDonough and Sun, 1995). At

least 15% of the uranium is therefore missing in the balance.

One could store the missing uranium in the outer core, which

then would have a uranium concentration similar to that of

the shallow mantle of 8 ppb. This seems highly improbable

as uranium is not a siderophile element. The other solution

is to invoke at least one more hidden domain having a com-

position different from that of the shallow mantle, that unlike

the shallow mantle cannot be sampled.

The composition-volume tradeoff of this reservoir can be

derived from the mass balance

✟✡✠✆☛✌☞✍✠✆☛✏✎✏✟✒✑✓✑✔☞✕✑✓✑✗✖✘✟✚✙✓☛✌☞✛✙✝☛✜✖✘✟ ☞✢☞ ☞ ✏
(2)

where
✟✚✣

and
☞✛✣

are the mass and the concentration of an

element in a reservoir ✤ . The reservoirs are the primitive

mantle, ✥✧✦ , the continental crust, ★✩★ , the shallow mantle,✪ ✦ and a hidden reservoir ✫ . We have shaded in Figure 1

the possible range of mass and composition of this reser-

voir for two elements, uranium (U top) and aluminum (Al

bottom). The possible concentrations of this U- and Al-rich

hidden reservoir are of course higher than those in the shal-

low mantle (SM). This graph shows that a hidden reservoir

the size of the lower mantle would not be primitive, since the

U and Al contents differ from those of the bulk silicate Earth,

BSE. A primitive reservoir would represent only 30-60% of

the mass of the lower mantle; if D” is the hidden reservoir

(
☎

280 km thick on top of the core-mantle boundary), its U

and Al contents would be roughly similar to that of MORBs.

A reservoir with a volume and concentrations comparable to

that of the continental crust, CC, would be acceptable for the

U budget but would not contain enough Al.

Another source of information comes from isotopes. Two

isotopes of the same element do not fractionate upon melt-

ing and so the erupted material has the same isotopic ratio

as its source. However, melting, or other modification of

rocks (e.g. dehydration, alteration and phase changes) can

fractionate the parent-daughter ratio for radioactive isotopes.

The elements that concentrate in the melt are called incom-

patible, those remaining in the residue are called compatible.

As a consequence, a melt and a residue will have signifi-
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Figure 1. The possible concentrations of two lithophile in-

compatible elements (top uranium, bottom aluminum) in the

hidden reservoir as a function of mass of this reservoir are in-

dicated by shadowed areas. To account for the abundance of

the incompatible elements in the bulk silicate Earth (BSE),

the continental crust (CC) and the shallow mantle (SM) are

not enough. A hidden reservoir is necessary with a lithophile

incompatible concentration larger than in the shallow man-

tle. This reservoir could have a rather small volume (like that

of D”) but be very rich in incompatible elements (with con-

centrations somewhat similar to that of subducted MORBs).

Alternatives could be a lower mantle somewhat depleted

in U and primitive in Al or a thick primitive abyssal layer

(
☎

50% of the lower mantle).
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cantly different isotope ratios after a time comparable to the

radioactive decay time.

We will not discuss the whole isotope taxonomy of man-

tle derived rocks, but oceanic island basalts (OIBs) and mid

ocean ridge basalts (MORBs) display a specific diversity

(see Hofmann, 1997 for a review). At the end of the 80’s, Sr,

Nd, Pb were the most studied isotope systems and a specific

effort was made to define mantle poles (Zindler and Hart,

1986). DMM (depleted MORB mantle) was the most de-

pleted MORB sample, HIMU was the sample with the high-

est time integrated U/Pb ratio, EM-1 (enriched mantle 1) was

the sample with the lowest ✄✁� ✂ Nd/ ✄✄�☎� Nd and EM-2 (enriched

mantle 2) was the sample with the highest
✆✞✝

Sr/
✆ ✄ Sr. Further

analytical developments in chemistry highlighted new poles

for new isotope systems (Schiano et al., 1997). Such poles

are concepts rather than observed samples and correspond to

singular rather than common compositions.

However, these virtual poles can be associated with geo-

logical/petrological end-members. For example, the HIMU

pole probably reflects the presence of ancient altered crust in

the source (Hofmann and White, 1982). Various isotope sys-

tems can be used to identify the petrological components in

the source of magmas like
✟
✄
✆
O, Os, Hf and the presence of

ancient oceanic crust sections has been detected in the source

of MORBs and of all OIBs (Eiler et al., 1996; Schiano et al.,

1997; Blichert-Toft, 1999).

These observations show that the mantle is made of a

heterogeneous mixture of rocks that have different time in-

tegrated histories of differentiation. For some samples, the

time needed to develop their specific signature is of the order

of 2 billion years (Hofmann, 1997). In general, the homo-

geneity of MORBs contrasts with the heterogeneity of OIBs,

but for some isotope ratios the diversity is comparable. The

fact that various hotspots are associated with volcanic chains

that have crossed ridges indicates that these hotspots at least,

and we think all hotspots, have a deep origin (Richards et al.,

1989). The heterogeneity of OIBs should reflect the hetero-

geneity of the deep mantle.

Volatiles provide information on degassing, especially

light noble gases that are not recycled into the mantle. The✂
He/ � He ratio evolves through degassing of the stable iso-

tope
✂
He, and through radiogenic growth of � He produced

by decay of U and Th. The standard interpretation of higher✂
He/ � He ratios in some OIBs, like Hawaii or Iceland, is

that their source is rich in
✂
He, hence mostly undegassed

(Allégre et al., 1986). For that reason, many authors suggest

that there are still some undegassed rocks within the con-

vective mantle, and hypothesize the existence a deep primi-

tive layer, sometimes identified with the lower mantle, which

would also contain the missing incompatible elements.

Argon is a better candidate than helium to monitor the de-

gassing of the planet since it does not escape from Earth’s at-

mosphere, unlike helium. It is well known that about half of

the argon-40 that has been produced by potassium-40 decay

has not been degassed and cannot be found in the continental

crust or the shallow mantle (Allègre et al., 1996). However,

the argon budget is controlled by the potassium budget, a

volatile element for which the bulk abundance is not well

known. Assuming the frequently quoted K/U ratio of 12700

(Jochum et al., 1986), a primitive, undegassed lower man-

tle would close the budget. However, a whole mantle with

shallow mantle composition similar to that of the source of

MORBs overlying a potassium rich D” layer made of seg-

regated oceanic crust, is another way to close the budget if

the bulk Earth K/U ratio was 20% lower (Coltice and Ricard,

2002).

In conclusion, every isotope system can potentially pro-

vide a constraint on mantle history but the signal is not easy

to interpret in terms of mantle dynamics. The major obser-

vations are (a) that MORBs and OIBs often differ in regard

to their isotope signature and heterogeneity, (b) subducted

rocks are recycled in the mantle and dominate within some

plumes, (c) noble gases suggest that rocks with various de-

grees of degassing coexist within a vigorously convective

flow.

4. Physics of mixing

The chemical heterogeneities of the mantle may have dif-

ferent origins. The initial chemical conditions of the mantle

when plate tectonics, or some kind of convection started, is

certainly poorly known. Various researchers have discussed

the possible survival of primitive material in the form of a

continuous deep layer (Kellogg et al., 1999) or of entrained

lumps (Becker et al., 1999). The heterogeneity could also be

the mere consequence of plate tectonics. The oceanic ridges

associated with the divergent motion of the plates entrained

by subduction induce an adiabatic melting due to pressure

release. The chemical elements are partitioned between the

basaltic melt and the residual. This is of course a major

source of mantle heterogeneities.

Whether they are primitive or recycled, heterogeneities

are then entrained by convection and mixed back in the man-

tle. Ultimately, complete mixing is obtained when chemi-

cal diffusion has erased the heterogeneities. However, with-

out deformation (stirring), the chemical solid-state diffusion

alone is an incredibly slow process. The diffusivity of ura-

nium for example is of order
✟ ✑ ☞ ☎

10 ✂✆✄✡✠ m
✂
s ✂☎✄ (Hof-

mann and Hart, 1978). Since the formation of the Earth (4.5

byrs), uranium would only have migrated by 20 cm. Even

noble gases that are many orders of magnitude more mobile

than uranium,
✟ ✑ ☞ ☎

10 ✂✆✄
✂

m
✂

s ✂✆✄ (Trull and Kurtz, 1993),

would only have migrated by 200 m. Without stirring, ele-

ments are basically frozen in the mantle.

However, the mantle is not steady and convection stirs,

stretches and folds the heterogeneities until they reach small

enough dimensions, where diffusion can be efficient. To pro-

vide a quantitative understanding of the interaction between

deformation and diffusion, we can consider a heterogeneity

localized in an infinite stripe of thickness ☛✌☞ ✍✡✍
and assume

that the concentration only varies in the ✎ direction, perpen-
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dicular to the stripe. Instead of writing the diffusion equa-

tion in an Eulerian fixed frame as usual, we can write the

elemental balance across the deforming stripe itself; using

the Lagrangian variable �✎ ✎ ✎ � ☛ ☞ ✍✡✍
, one can demonstrate

that diffusion produces✁ ☞✁ ✍
✎ ✟ ✑ ☞✄✂ ☛✆☎

☛ ☞ ✍✡✍✞✝ ✂ ✁ ✂ ☞✁ �✎ ✂✠✟ (3)

Stretching therefore increases the apparent diffusivity by a

factor ☞ ☛✆☎ � ☛ ☞ ✍✡✍☎✍ ✂
. By analogy with the usual diffusion so-

lution, one can guess that a stripe of initial thickness ☛✡☎ is

erased by diffusion after a homogeneisation time
✍ ☞

, so that

☛ ✂☎ ☎ ✝ ✟ ✑ ☞☞☛ ✡✍✌
☎ ✂ ☛✆☎

☛✌☞✍✎ ✍ ✝ ✂ ✁ ✎ ✟ (4)

Although we have not performed a rigorous demonstration

of the two previous equations, the result agrees with more

sophisticated approaches (e.g. Kellogg and Turcotte, 1986;

Olson et al., 1984).

To perform some quantitative estimates, we can consider

a heterogeneity in a strongly time dependent flow. In this

case the distance between two points grows exponentially

with time (Ottino, 1989) and as in a pure shear deformation,

one has

☛ ☞ ✍✡✍ ✎ ☛✏☎✒✑✔✓✡✕ ☞✗✖✠✘ ✍✡✍ ✟ (5)

The parameter ✘ has the dimension of a strain rate; it is,

however, an effective strain rate computed along the La-

grangian trajectories of the flow and it is not equivalent to

the instantaneous strain rate ✙✚ of the flow. The quantity ✘
is also called a finite-time Lyapunov exponent and even for

very simple flows, its relationship with the average strain

rate is far from being obvious (Ferrachat and Ricard, 1998).

In general it also depends on the rheological properties of the

heterogeneity with respect to its surroundings (du Vignaux

and Fleitout, 2001). Combining (3) and (5) indicates that

in time dependent flows, the apparent diffusivity depends on

the Lyapunov exponent ✘ and varies exponentially with time

like
✟ ✑ ☞ ✑✛✓✡✕ ☞✢✜✞✘ ✍✡✍

. Equation (4) implies

✍ ☞ ☎ �✜✞✘✤✣✦✥★✧ ✘ ☛ ✂☎✟ ✑ ☞ ✟ (6)

Numerical application considering the fate of an anomaly

related to former oceanic crust ( ☛✏☎ ✎✪✩
km, ✘ ✎✬✫ �✞✁ ✂ ✄✝✄

s ✂✆✄ ) indicates that it retains its He during 395 myrs, and

its U for 835 myrs. The corresponding thickness of the

crustal layer when helium and uranium diffuses out, are 14 m

and 1.4 cm respectively. The very large difference between

the diffusion coefficients of these two elements (6 orders of

magnitude) has only a moderate impact on their retention in-

side the advected anomalies (a factor 2 in the retention time).

The mixing (stirring+diffusion) acts in a very different way

from the slow usual diffusion: for times less than the homo-

geneisation time
✍ ☞

the elements are frozen in the flow after

this time, they suddenly diffuse out exponentially.

Another important point that sometimes creates a misun-

derstanding between geochemists and geophysicists is the

quantity of primitive material that may have remained un-

processed in the mantle. In convective flow, heterogeneities

are constantly folded and stretched; as the size and the num-

ber of heterogeneities decreases, the probability of their be-

ing sampled under a ridge also decreases. The quantity of

primitive material surviving convection therefore varies ex-

ponentially with time. Depending on the way the time de-

pendence of Earth’s mantle convection is parametrized, and

assuming whole mantle convection, the remaining primi-

tive material can account for 40% (even 60% in some ex-

treme cases) to less than 3% of the mantle mass (van Keken

and Ballentine, 1998; Ferrachat and Ricard, 2001; Davies,

2001). The fraction of undegassed mantle is very uncertain

and depends on various assumptions regarding the history of

mantle convection, the rheological properties of the mantle,

the way the magma extraction is modeled and the present-

day abundance of radiogenic heat sources. At least we know

that a significant part of the mantle is still undegassed. The

observation that 40% of the Ar produced is still in the man-

tle is not surprising in itself. However the primitive material

should be mostly in the form of stripes, blobs, etc. of vary-

ing ages, partly erased by diffusion rather than taking the

form of a homogeneous large scale reservoir. The primi-

tive material should be intrinsically mixed with the recycled

components and should also constitute a component of the

shallow mantle.

5. A whole mantle marble cake model

Subduction of oceanic crust is one of the major observa-

tions leading to plate tectonic theory. The descending slabs

can be tracked within the mantle using seismology or grav-

ity. After several tens of myrs, they are thermally equili-

brated with the surrounding mantle and almost undetectable

by seismology. Slabs are then folded and elongated by con-

vective mixing and dispersed everywhere in the mantle.

The concept of a marble-cake mantle, introduced by

Allègre and Turcotte (1986) explains to first order the petro-

logical and chemical heterogeneity of the shallow mantle.

In this model, the shallow mantle is made of two compo-

nents: peridotite and pyroxenite. The pyroxenite represents

the oceanic crust stirred by convection embedded in a peri-

dotite matrix. This is a well accepted view of the shallow

mantle, supported by field observations and geochemistry of

mantle rocks and MORBs. In peridotic massifs like Beni-

Boussera the pyroxenite layers have centimetric thicknesses

which suggests that the 7 km thick oceanic crust has been

stretched by a factor 10 ✭ . In the marble-cake mantle, the

peridotite is itself a complex mixture. It contains the remain-

ing primitive material that, as we have seen, is likely still to

exist in the convective mantle. It also includes in large pro-

portions, ancient depleted lithospheric mantle (from fertile

and depleted lherzolite to residual harzburgite). It may also

include the chemical elements of ancient crustal filaments
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below the centimeter scale that have been wiped out by dif-

fusion.

We propose that this model for the shallow mantle can

be extended to the whole mantle and can also explain the

geochemistry of OIBs and the deep mantle structure. Four

observations from geochemistry need to be reproduced: a

reservoir with high incompatible element concentrations, the

recycling of the subducted crust within OIB sources, the

higher
✂
He/ � He of some OIBs, and better mixing of MORB

sources compared to OIB sources. At the same time, geo-

physics strongly argues for whole mantle convection.

The marble-cake model can explain the existence of a

deep reservoir with high incompatible element content. The

subducted oceanic crust transforms into eclogitic assem-

blages which are likely to be a few percent denser than the

surrounding mantle except in a limited depth range below

670 km depth (Hirose et al., 1999). Numerical models incor-

porating mineralogical transformations combined with vari-

able viscosity produce a layer of subducted crust at the base

of the mantle, fed by slabs and entrained by plumes (Chris-

tensen and Hofmann, 1994; Tackley and Xie, 2002). This

layer often displays an uneven thickness with interconnected

ridges commonly known as a spoke pattern, with a total vol-

ume comparable to that of D”. Hence, subduction of oceanic

plates could have formed a deep reservoir, growing in time,

rich in incompatible elements and poor in primitive volatiles

that could account for the seismological complexities of D”.

We have seen in Figure 1 that such a layer can account for

the balance of U and Al. It can also account for the balance

of other incompatible elements like rhenium (Hauri, 2002).

This layer would explain why all plumes contain recycled

slab components. The presence of piles of dense material at

the base of the convective mantle could favor the relative fix-

ity of hotspots (Davaille et al., 2002) and explain their low

excess temperature (Farnetani, 1997).

The marble-cake model is also able to explain noble gas

isotopes. As seen before,
✂
He is the stable isotope. It escapes

the mantle through melting and degassing. For this reason,

only the peridotic component contains significant amounts

of this isotope. The � He is produced from the decay of U and

Th, which are concentrated in the crust. Therefore the vari-

ability of
✂
He/ � He ratios could be explained from the vari-

ability of the recycled crust fraction in the mantle sources of

basalts.

A two component mantle where the mass fraction of re-

cycled crust is � , has a helium composition such that✁ ✂
He ✂ ✙ ✎ ☞ � ✖ � ✍ ✁ ✂

He ✂ ✠☎✄✝✆ (7)✁ � He ✂ ✙ ✎ � ✁ � He✂ ✑ ✖ ☞ � ✖ � ✍ ✁ � He ✂ ✠✞✄✟✆ (8)

where
✪
, ✥✡✠☎☛ , and ★ stand for source, peridotite and crust.

These two equations are valid for the MORB source (or shal-

low mantle, SM) and we assume that such a source corre-

sponds to a mass fraction of ancient crust, � , of 8% and

helium concentrations of 120 10 ✂ ✠ mol g ✂ ✄ for � He and

1.4 10 ✂☎✄ ✂
for

✂
He (i.e.a

✂
He/ � He ratio of 8 times the at-

mospheric ratio (Moreira et al., 1998)). We further assume

that the ancient crust is 1.5 byrs old and contains 70 ppb U,

similar to modern MORBs. The observed U content of the

shallow mantle, 7 ppb, would come partly from ancient crust

contributing 5.6 ppb (8% ☞ 70 ppb) and the rest from the peri-

dotic component. All these estimates are subject to large un-

certainties but the exact values do not affect our qualitative

results.

We can now plot in Figure 2 the predicted
✂
He/ � He ra-

tio as a function of the fraction of oceanic crust in the OIB

source, � . For simplicity we assume that the corresponding

variability of U in the same OIBs is only due to the variabil-

ity in the source and that all hotspots far from ridges, have

the same degree of partial melting, 1% (U in the magma is☎
100 times that in the source). This last approximation is

certainly drastic but allows us to have a direct correspon-

dence between the fraction of crust (top horizontal axis) and

the U content of the magma (bottom horizontal axis). It gives

a very reasonable fit to the data taken from various hotspots.

The shallow mantle source corresponds by hypothesis to a

mass fraction of crust of 8% (top horizontal axis); with a

melt fraction of 1% it would yield a basalt with 700 ppb U

(bottom horizontal axis). A melt fraction of 10%, appropri-

ate to ridges, would produce a typical 70 ppb U MORB. Fig-

ure 2 indicates that the highest
✂
He/ � He ratio, corresponding

to that found for Loihi could be obtained by mixing about

2% of ancient crust with peridotite whereas the lowest ra-

tios such as that for Tristan would imply 35% of crust in

their source. This model implies that the
✂
He concentrations

in the sources of MORBs and OIBs are roughly the same

as they vary with � ✖ � which is 0.98 for Loihi, 0.92 for

MORBs, 0.65 for Tristan. Only the � He concentrations dif-

fer.

This simple two end-member model does not explain all

the geochemical poles, but it accounts for other geochem-

ical isotope observations that are also related to recycling

(Coltice and Ricard, 2002). Components of the EM1, EM2

and HIMU poles indicate the need to take into account both

continental and oceanic sediments. However, the presence

of these minor ingredients in the source of plumes are not in

conflict with the model outlined here. It seems to us, at any

rate, that the primary difficulty in matching geochemical and

geophysical views comes from the variability of noble gas

ratios.

The fact that MORBs are better mixed than OIBs may

come from two mechanisms. First, the melting zones of

MORBs are sampling a much larger volume than those of

OIBs, second, the shallow mantle is filled with material that

is more thoroughly mixed than hotspots, which come from

a heterogeneous stagnant bottom boundary layer. The pro-

cess of crustal segregation maintains the presence of hetero-

geneities near the CMB.

As a conclusion, a two component marble cake mantle

can account for the existence of a deep reservoir rich in in-

compatible elements and for the variability of noble gas con-

centration in mantle magmas. Moreover, this model is con-
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Figure 2. Various observations of
✂
He/ � He as a function

of U content in the magmas of various hotspots (bottom

horizontal axis) (Helium data are averaged from Kurz et

al. (1982), Graham et al. (1990), and Hanyu and Kaneoka

(1997), U from Sims and DePaolo (1997), and Chauvel et al.

(1992)). The model line shows the predicted ratio as a func-

tion of the mass fraction of ancient crust in a marble cake

mantle source (top horizontal line). The presence of crust

increases the uranium content but decreases the
✂
He/ � He ra-

tio. The correspondence between the U content of the source

and the magma assumes a uniform enrichment in all OIBs

by a factor 100. SM corresponds to a hypothetical magma

obtained by enriching the shallow mantle with the same fac-

tor. With a partial melting degree of 10% the shallow mantle

gives the usual MORB (
✂
He/ � He=8, U=70 ppb).

sistent with seismic observations of deep slab penetration

and provides an origin for D” formed from the segregation

of dense crust.

6. Toward thermochemical convection

The previous discussion in this paper shows that the only

way to reconcile seismology and chemistry is explicitly to

take account of petrology in geodynamic models. Clearly

one of the major petrological density contrasts that exists in

the mantle is that related to the difference in composition

and mineralogy between the oceanic crust and the rest of the

upper mantle.

A long standing model for upper mantle composition is

pyrolite. Pyrolite is therefore taken to be the average com-

position of the marble-cake mantle made of peridotite and

pyroxenite. Its transformations at high pressure gives a good

fit to PREM (see Figure 3). The oceanic crust is much richer

in Si than pyrolite and has a much higher Fe/Mg ratio. At

depth, basalt transforms into a garnet/stishovite assemblage

and at approximately 730 km depth, garnet transforms into

perovskite/magnesiowüstite while the stishovite remains sta-

ble. Stishovite and Fe-rich assemblages are significantly

denser than the olivine and the Fe-poor assemblages of the

normal mantle. The high Al content slightly lightens the

basalt. However, with the exception of depths between 650

and 730 km where the basalt remains as garnetite while the

pyrolite has transformed into post spinel phases, the oceanic

crust is a few percent denser (see Figure 3). The most de-

pleted residue left after the extraction of the crust (harzbur-

gite) is only very slightly lighter than pyrolite. From 730 to☎
900 km depth, there is a general agreement that eclogite

is about 3% denser than pyrolite (Hirose et al., 1999; Ono

et al., 2001). In the deepest lower mantle the density evolu-

tion and even the structures of all the phases involved are not

well known (Badro et al., 2003; Gillet et al., 2000). Figure

3 was computed using a rigorous selection of the equations

of state of the various mineralogical phases (Matas, 1999).

Even at CMB conditions, it is inferred that eclogite would

be
☎ � ✟ ✫

% denser. Other authors however suggest than the

eclogite density may intersect the average mantle density in

the lower mantle (Kesson et al., 1998; Ono et al., 2001).

The introduction of petrological components in thermal

convection models is complex and the numerical simula-

tions introduce a lot of approximations. A continuous rep-

resentation of the concentrations is impossible since for af-

fordable mesh sizes, artificial numerical diffusion would be

much larger than any realistic chemical diffusion. The most

common approach consists in using tracers advected by the

flow and carrying chemical properties (Christensen and Hof-

mann, 1994; Ferrachat and Ricard, 2001; Tackley and Xie,

2002). The interpretation of the results of such models in

term of petrology or geochemistry is not straightforward.

The advection of tracers does not represent the real stretch-

ing of the material and diffusion cannot be taken into ac-

count. For statistical reasons a large number of tracers have
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Figure 3. Densities of various petrological references as

a function of depth, compared with the density in PREM.

These densities have been computed from the thermody-

namic properties of the various involved phases. The evolu-

tion of the phase diagrams have themselves been computed

from Gibbs energy minimization (Matas, 1999). The pyro-

lite composition gives a rather close fit to PREM. The sub-

ducted crust always appears significantly denser than PREM

except in a narrow zone on top of the lower mantle.

to be used even in 2D (typically one million) and 3D simu-

lations are for now out of reach. Moreover, the differences

between hotspots and ridges, i.e., between cylindrical and

linear upwellings does not exist in 2D simulations. Another

approach, consisting in the advection of the chemical inter-

faces is promising in 3D (Schmalzl and Loddoch, 2003).

However to avoid the treatment of too convolved interfaces,

topological simplifications are needed that introduce spuri-

ous diffusion.

In addition to numerical problems, modelers also have

some conceptual problems. For all thermochemical numer-

ical codes, there is the difficulty of handling the formation

of the continental crust. This rate of formation controls the

chemical and thermal budget of the Earth, but all these phe-

nomena are largely ignored in convection models. The fi-

nal difficulty arises from the need for a realistic self con-

sistent representation of surface plate motion that organizes

the mantle flow and is associated with stable subduction and

more erratic ridges (Bercovici et al., 2000).

Various papers have presented and discussed 2D convec-

tion models with petrological components (Christensen and

Hofmann, 1994; Samuel and Farnetani, 2002; Xie and Tack-

ley, 2003). Some of the ingredients discussed above are

indeed confirmed by these models. For example the rem-

nants of primitive material in the mantle and the delami-

nation of
☎

20-30% of the eclogitized oceanic crust at the

CMB (Christensen and Hofmann, 1994). This segregation

occurs mostly in the hot boundary layer of the deep man-

tle, by Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the thickest parts of the

oceanic crust. This favors the segregation of thick oceanic

plateaus as also proposed from geochemical arguments (Al-

barède and van der Hilst, 2002). The segregation would also

generate long lasting chemical heterogeneities near D”, in

the sluggish lower mantle. Some basaltic components may

also be trapped just below the 670 km discontinuity (Mam-

bole and Fleitout, 2002). Without this segregation, no dif-

ferences in the sizes or compositions of heterogeneities are

found between the upper and lower mantle (van Keken and

Ballentine, 1998). This conclusion is not affected by a mod-

erate viscosity increase with depth in the mantle, up to 2 or

3 orders of magnitude (Ferrachat and Ricard, 2001). How-

ever, due to the exclusive use of 2D simulations, it has re-

mained difficult to predict precisely what should be sampled

in active upwellings (hotspots) and passive ridges in these

models.

Ten years ago geophysicists and geochemists were work-

ing with very different tools and concepts that appear now

equally naive. While geophysicists were mostly thinking

in terms of purely thermal convection, geochemists were

mostly intepretating their observations in terms of isolated

boxes. The basis for a common language has now been

set up, where the petrological components play an impor-

tant role and where the topology of the reservoirs has gained

much complexity. On the other hand, a simple tool to study

mantle chemical evolution is still unavailable until neces-

sary ingredients like 3-dimensionality, a correct description

of petrology, and continental crust evolution are introduced

in thermochemical convection models.
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